Directions to Coppicewood College

From Cardigan
- Take the A478 Cilgerran/ Crymych
- Turn left at the signpost to Cilgerran
- As you enter the village look out for a sign to “Wildlife Centre”
- Turn LEFT as though going to the wildlife centre and then immediately RIGHT.
- In about ½ mile turn first LEFT over a bridge (street sign Cwm Plysgog on bridge),
- In 50yds turn left onto farm track between two houses.
- In about 400yds you will come to the woodland entrance on your RIGHT. You will see a small field gate on
your RIGHT and a wooden carved name plaque COPPICEWOOD COLLEGE which may be hidden with
green leaf. Do not pass through the 5 bar gate on the main track as you will have gone too far.
Enter the woodland via the pedestrian gate and follow the footpath leading to our workshop.

From Crymych
- Take the A478 to Cardigan.
- Turn right at the signpost to Cilgerran
- As you enter the village look out for a sign to “Wildlife Centre”
- Turn LEFT as though going to the wildlife centre and then immediately RIGHT.
- In about ½ mile turn first LEFT over a bridge (street name sign ‘Cwm Plysgog’ on bridge),
- In 50yds turn left onto farm track between two houses.
- In about 400yds you will come to the woodland entrance on your RIGHT. You will see a small field gate and
a wooden carved name plaque COPPICEWOOD COLLEGE which may be hidden with green leaf. Do not
pass through the 5 bar gate on the main track as you will have gone too far.
Enter the woodland via the pedestrian gate and follow the footpath leading to our workshop.

From Newcastle Emlyn
- Take the A484 to Cardigan
- At Llechryd turn left signposted to Cilgerran
- Take first right ( about ½ mile)
- In another mile take a right turn at T junction signposted Cilgerran.
- You will arrive at Cilgerran in about ½ mile.
- About halfway through village turn right at sign for the Castle at Castle Square (look for the Castle Kitchen
Restaurant on your right, this is the entrance to Castle Square) Go past Castle down narrow - steep hill
past church on left. At the bottom of the hill
- Turn right over bridge signed Cwm Plysgog
- In 50yds turn left onto farm track between two houses.
- In about 400yds you will come to the woodland entrance on your RIGHT. You will see a small field gate on
your RIGHT and a wooden carved name plaque COPPICEWOOD COLLEGE which may be hidden with
green leaf. Do not pass through the 5 bar gate on the main track as you will have gone too far.
Enter the woodland via the pedestrian gate and follow the footpath leading to our workshop.

